On April 17, 2014, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) released a safety communication that discouraged the use of laparoscopic power morcellation during hysterectomy or myomectomy for the treatment of women with uterine fibroids. This recommendation was based mainly on the premise that fibroids may contain an underlying malignancy (in 1 in 350 women) that laparoscopic power morcellation could spread, thereby potentially worsening a cancer prognosis. Whether we liked it or not, minimally invasive gynecologic surgery as we knew it had changed forever on that fateful day.

During the last 2 years, the implications of that initial safety communication, along with its update in November of 2014,3 have been far reaching. From a health care industry perspective, the largest manufacturer of power morcellators, Johnson & Johnson, completely pulled its device out of the market within months of the initial FDA safety communication.3 Although several other companies remained in the market, health insurers such as Highmark and Aetna took the stance of not paying for the routine use of a power morcellator.6,7 Soon government officials became involved in the campaign against power morcellators and trial lawyers made this surgical device the latest “hot target.”6,7

**The power morcellator’s absence impact**

For clinicians, the narrative painted had moved the pendulum so far against power morcellation that it did not come as a surprise that practice patterns were significantly impacted. Harris and colleagues recently measured that impact by evaluating practice patterns and postoperative complications before and after the FDA safety communication on power morcellation. In their retrospective cohort study of patients within the Michigan Surgical Quality Collaborative, utilization of minimally invasive hysterectomy decreased and major surgical, nontransfusion complications and 30-day hospital readmission rates increased after release of the safety communication.8

Further support of this change in practice patterns was demonstrated in a recent survey conducted by the AAGL and American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists Collaborative Ambulatory Research Network (ACOG CARN). In this survey study, Lum and colleagues were able to show that power morcellation use decreased among AAGL and ACOG CARN members after the FDA warnings, and rates of laparotomy increased.9

Critical to the discussion, yet apparently overlooked during the formulation of the initial FDA warning, was the potential clinical significance of the downstream impact of converting minimally invasive surgical cases to more invasive laparotomies. A decision-tree analysis published by Siedhoff and colleagues highlighted this point by predicting fewer overall deaths for laparoscopic hysterectomy with morcellation compared with abdominal hysterectomy.10 An ability to weigh the benefits and risks of procedure-related complications that are associated with laparotomy, including death, should have been part of the conversation from the beginning.

**There is a silver lining emerging**

Based on this domino effect, it would seem that the damage done to minimally invasive gynecologic surgery over the past 2 years is irreparable. So is there any silver lining to the current state of affairs in tissue extraction? I would argue yes.
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We have updated estimates for incidence of unsuspected leiomyosarcoma. First of all, discussions surrounding the FDA’s estimated 1 in 350 risk of encountering an unsuspected uterine sarcoma during the treatment of fibroids prompted a more critical evaluation of the scientific literature. In fact, Parker and colleagues, in a commentary published in Obstetrics & Gynecology, summarized very nicely the flawed methodology in the FDA’s determination of risk and in turn presented several updated calculations and studies that placed the prevalence somewhere in the range of 2 in 8,720 (0.023%) to 1 in 1,550 (0.064%).

We are speaking with the FDA. Channels of communication with the FDA have since been developed and societies such as the AAGL were invited by the Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) at the FDA to serve in their Network of Experts. This Network of Experts is an FDA-vetted group of non-FDA affiliated scientists, clinicians, and engineers who provide the CDRH at the FDA with rapid access to scientific, engineering, and medical expertise when it is needed to supplement existing knowledge and expertise within the CDRH. By developing these lines of communication, the CDRH is able to broaden its exposure to scientific viewpoints without the influence of external, or non-FDA, policy advice or opinions.

We have been innovating our techniques. Clinicians also began to develop innovative techniques for tissue extraction that also included contained, in-bag power morcellation. Vargas and colleagues showed similar perioperative outcomes when comparing open power morcellation with contained power morcellation within an insufflated isolation bag. The mean operative time was prolonged by only 26 minutes with in-bag morcellation.

Although the initial experience of surgeons involved various containment systems that were off label in their usage and not designed to be paired with a power morcellator, it allowed for the identification of potential limitations, such as the risk of leakage. Cohen and colleagues, in their published experience, demonstrated a 9.2% spillage in 76 patients who underwent contained power morcellation.

Could a new FDA approval turn the tide? In an interesting turn of events, the FDA, on April 7, 2016, nearly 2 years after their initial warning about power morcellation, gave de novo classification clearance to Advanced Surgical Concepts for its PneumoLiner device. This first-of-a-kind medical device was developed for the purpose of completely containing fluid, cells, and tissue fragments during laparoscopic power morcellation, isolating uterine tissue that is not suspected to contain cancer (FIGURES 1 AND 2).
is important to note, however, that it has not been shown to reduce the risk of spreading cancer during this procedure. Although a surprise to some, the approval of such a product is in keeping with the FDA’s safety communication update in November 2014 that encouraged the development of containment systems designed specifically for gynecologic surgery.

Currently, the PneumoLiner is not yet available for purchase until Olympus, who will be the exclusive distributor, finalizes its formal training program rollout for ensuring safe and effective use of the device by gynecologic surgeons. As part of the FDA approval process, a training protocol was validated in a laboratory setting by surgeons with varying levels of experience in order to demonstrate that adherence to this process showed no damage to any of the containment systems used during the study.

As I look forward to the opportunity to learn more about this new containment system and potentially incorporate it into my surgical armamentarium, several questions immediately come to mind.

- Will hospitals, many of which pulled morcellators off their shelves in the wake of the FDA safety communication, be willing to embrace such innovative new containment technology and make it available to their surgeons?
- Will the litigious landscape painted by trial lawyers prevent surgeons from offering this option to their patients?
- Can surgeons undo much of the misinformation being propagated by the media as it relates to tissue extraction and the risk of encountering a malignancy?
- I hope the answer to all of these questions is yes.

I do believe the pendulum can change direction

As surgeons it is our duty to evaluate potentially innovative solutions to the surgical challenges we face in clinical practice while maintaining an evidence-based approach. Most importantly, all of this must be balanced by sound clinical judgment that no technology can replace. With these guiding principles in mind, I believe that the pendulum regarding tissue extraction can change direction.

Tell us...

Do you think that the “tissue morcellation pendulum,” which has swung toward non–minimally invasive surgical approaches, can change direction given recent published data and advances?

Send your letter to the editor to rbarbier@frontlinemedcom.com. Please include the city and state in which you practice.
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